Associations among body composition, inflammatory profile and disease extent in ulcerative colitis patients
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**Summary**

Objective: The aim of our study was to assess body composition status and its association with inflammatory profile and extent of intestinal damage in ulcerative colitis patients during clinical remission.

Method: This is a cross-sectional study in which body composition data (phase angle [PhA], fat mass [FM], triceps skin fold thickness [TSFt], mid-arm circumference [MAC], mid-arm muscle circumference [MAMC], adductor pollicis muscle thickness [APMt]), inflammatory profile (C-reactive protein [CRP], α1-acid glycoprotein, erythrocyte sedimentation rate [ESR]) and disease extent were recorded.

Results: The mean age of the 59 patients was 48.1 years; 53.3% were women. Most patients were in clinical remission (94.9%) and 3.4% was malnourished according to body mass index. PhA was inversely correlated with inflammatory markers such as CRP (R=-0.59; p<0.001) and ESR (R=-0.46; p<0.001) and directly correlated with lean mass: MAMC (R=0.31; p=0.01) and APMt (R=0.47; p<0.001). Lean mass was inversely correlated with non-specific inflammation marker (APMt vs. ESR) and directly correlated with hemoglobin values (MAMC vs. hemoglobin). Logistic regression analysis revealed that body cell mass was associated with disease extent (OR 0.92; 95CI 0.87-0.97; p<0.01).

Conclusion: PhA was inversely correlated with inflammatory markers and directly correlated with lean mass. Acute inflammatory markers were correlated with disease extent. Body cell mass was associated with disease extent.
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**Introduction**

Ulcerative colitis (UC) is one of the main forms of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) characterized by chronic inflammation of the gastrointestinal tract. It represents an important public health problem, for it begins in young adulthood, lasts throughout life and may affect education, working ability, long-term productivity, social life and the quality of life of the patients.¹ Studies showed increased incidence of IBD in developing countries, including Brazil.²-⁶ Although its pathogenesis remains unknown, genetic, immunological and environmental factors have been associated with UC.⁷,⁸

Follow-up of inflammatory biomarkers has been considered useful to measure disease activity and severity.⁹,¹⁰ It is also known that nutritional status has strong correlation with disease severity.¹¹ On the other hand, the nutritional status of patients during clinical remission still remains to be clarified.¹² It is plausible that the body composition status, inflammatory profile and disease severity are associated with active disease. However, to the best of our knowledge, that association is unknown during disease remission. Therefore, the purpose of our study was to assess body composition status and its association with inflammatory profile and extent of intes-
tinal damage in UC patients during clinical remission or mild disease activity.

**METHOD**

**Patients**

A total of 61 UC patients treated at the IBD outpatient care of our hospital from March 2009 to March 2010 were prospectively evaluated. Inclusion criteria were patients of both genders in clinical remission or with mild disease activity according to clinical and laboratory findings. Exclusion criteria were individuals with moderate or severe disease, those who had partial or total resection of the colon and those with severe disease that led to decreased food intake compared with the usual food intake. Disease activity was assessed according to the Truelove and Witts criteria. Patients were evaluated according to the clinical course of disease, body composition and inflammatory profile. To determine disease extent (distal colitis, left-sided colitis or pancolitis), data at diagnostic were used. Time of diagnosis, time of disease remission and drugs being used were also recorded. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the São Paulo State University (Unesp), Medical School, Botucatu (protocol #3190/2009). An informed consent form was signed by all participants.

**Body composition assessment**

Body composition was evaluated using anthropometry and bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA).

**Anthropometric measurements**

Body height and weight were measured and used to calculate body mass index (BMI). Mid-arm circumference (MAC) was measured using a measuring tape, as previously described. Triceps skin fold thickness (TSFt) was measured according to previous standardization. Mid-arm circumference (MAC) was measured at the midpoint between the acromioclavicular joint and olecranon process. Mid-arm muscle circumference (MAMC) was obtained from the following respective formulas: MAMC=MAC-(p3TSFt). The adductor pollicis muscle thickness (APMt) was assessed as previous study. Nutritional status was classified using BMI, MAC and TSFt variables. The stratification for BMI (kg/m²) depended on the age. Subjects <60 years: malnutrition (<18.4), eutrophic (18.5-24.9), overweight (25.0-29.9), obese (>30). Subjects ≥60 years: low weight (≤22.0), eutrophic (22.1-26.9) and overweight (≥27.0). The classification for MAC and TSFt occurred according to percentiles as follow: malnourished (<10th), eutrophic (10th-90th), obese (>90th).

**Bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA)**

BIA was performed using a tetrapolar single-frequency apparatus (50 kHz and 0.8 mA; Biodynamic-450, Biodynamics Corporation, USA) applied to the skin using adhesive electrodes. Phase angle (PhA) derived from the BIA was determined as previously described and its values were calculated as follows: PhA=arc tangent reactance/resistance*(180°/π). Body cell mass (BCM) and fat mass (FM) were recorded according to the parameters given by the device. Measurements were taken in patients after 12-hour overnight fast, voiding the urine bladder and laying in the supine position for 15 minutes.

**Inflammatory profile**

A venous blood sample (50 mL) was obtained from patients after overnight fasting and analyzed in the routine laboratory for hemoglobin, C-reactive protein (CRP), α1-acid glycoprotein and erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR). All determinations were made by means of standardized laboratory techniques.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed using SAS, version 9.2.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). p<0.05 was considered statistically significant. Results were expressed in medians (percentile range 25-75th). The significance of differences among groups was calculated by Kruskal-Wallis’s test complemented by Tukey’s test. For correlation analysis, Pearson correlations were computed in each case. In order to verify the possible association between disease extent and body composition variables, logistic regression was used for ordinal data with adjustment for proportional hazards model.

**Results**

Sixty-one (61) consecutive patients were evaluated and two patients were excluded (one pregnancy, one non-reliable data). A total of 59 patients (32 women and 27 men; 48.14±13.9 years) were studied. Twenty-six (26, 44.1%) patients had distal colitis, 11 (18.6%) had left-sided colitis and 22 (37.3%) had pancolitis. The time (median [percentile range 25th-75th] months) of diagnose among the three types of extent of intestinal injury was similar (p=0.13) (distal colitis: 114.0 [60.0-144.0] months, left-sided colitis: 120.0 [48.0-156.0] months and pancolitis: 96.0 [48.0-132.0] months). Most patients (94.9%; n=56) were in clinical remission (≥6 months: n=43; <6 months: n=13) and only three (5.1%) displayed mild disease activity. The longest remission time (months) was found in patients with distal colitis (distal colitis: 24.0 [12.0-72.0] > pancolitis: 12.00
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Fifty-three (53, 89.8%) patients used daily medication, most commonly aminosalicylates (mesalamine and sulfasalazine), and five (8.5%) used low-dose corticosteroids. Most patients were classified as eutrophic according to MAC (84.70%) and TSFt (83%). Few (3.40%) patients were stratified as malnourished, 40.60% as eutrophic and 56% as overweight/obese, according to BMI.

The values (median [percentile range 25th-75th]) of hemoglobin (13.85 [13.10-14.90] g/dL), albumin (4.40 [3.90-4.50] g/dL), CRP (5.00 [3.00-11.00] mg/L), α1-acid glycoprotein (103.00 [79.00-124.00] mg/dL) and ESR (21.00 [14.00-39.00] mm h⁻¹) were normal according to reference ranges.

Phase angle was directly correlated with hemoglobin values and inversely correlated with acute (CRP) and non-specific (ESR) inflammatory markers (Table 1). Phase angle also was positively correlated with lean mass indicators (MAMC and APMt) (Figures 1A and 1B). Fat mass (FM and TSFt) was directly correlated with acute-phase protein (α1-acid glycoprotein), while lean mass (APMt) was inversely correlated with non-specific inflammation marker (ESR). Additionally, lean mass (MAMC) also was directly correlated with hemoglobin values (Table 1).

Furthermore, acute inflammatory markers were associated with duration of clinical remission and extension of disease. Alfa-1-acid glycoprotein was inversely correlated with remission time (R=−0.23; p<0.05). Subjects with more extensive injury (pancolitis) displayed higher CRP levels (median [percentile range 25th-75th] mg/dL) than those with less extensive lesion (distal colitis) (0.8 [0.4-1.9] > 0.3 [0.2-0.6]; p=0.02, by Kruskal-Wallis’s test complemented by Tukey’s test).

Logistic regression was used to assess possible association between disease extent and body composition variables. After adjustment for energy, gender, age and CRP, logistic regression analysis showed that BCM was associated with disease extent. There was no association with other parameters (Table 2).

Discussion

The results revealed that body composition parameters, inflammatory markers and disease extent were associated in UC patients. Phase angle was inversely correlated with inflammatory markers such as CRP and ERS and directly correlated with hemoglobin values and lean mass indicators (MAMC and APMt). Logistic regression analysis revealed that body cell mass was associated with disease extent. This is the first time that association among body composition, inflammatory profile and disease extent was studied in UC patients in clinical remission.

Ulcerative colitis is frequently associated with changes in nutritional status. This may vary from only mild alterations in trace elements to severe malnutrition with great weight loss due to the involvement of the gastroin-
testinal tract and its effects on food intake and absorption.\textsuperscript{12,24} Malnutrition is especially common in active UC patients after long-term hospitalization;\textsuperscript{11,22,26} however, few studies have evaluated the nutritional status in patients with UC during remission.\textsuperscript{4,12,26,27} Only one trial found a more compromised nutritional status (body weight and BMI) in UC patients during remission than in a control group.\textsuperscript{28} In our study, we identified a low incidence of calorie malnutrition. Most patients had normal levels of fat mass and muscle mass, according to the MAC and TSFt parameters, respectively. Besides, 56% were overweight/obese, according to BMI. The low rate of underweight identified (3.4%) can be partly explained by the remission status of patients, and confirms data shown by other authors.\textsuperscript{11,22,28} Most of the patients presented distal colitis in our study; this is not reflective of the general UC population and can be explained by the exclusion of those with moderate-severe disease.

BIA is a method frequently used for body composition measurements and offers advantages such as simplicity, portability, cost and absence of radiation exposure.\textsuperscript{29} It is known that PhA and body cell mass (BCM) are good prognosis indicators in several clinical situations.\textsuperscript{12,21,30,31} Although the biological meaning is not completely understood, PhA is applied as a surrogate marker for quality of lean body mass\textsuperscript{32} and is considered a marker of cell health since high PhA values reflect a strong cell function.\textsuperscript{33} Previous studies have shown an association between low values of PhA and BCM with prognosis worsening in patients with hepatitis C and hemodialysis patients.\textsuperscript{30,34} However, few studies have approached PhA and BCM in UC.\textsuperscript{12,32} It is important to emphasize that the gold standard method for assessing body composition is dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA), which allows direct and non-invasive measurement of bone mass, fat-free mass and fat mass. However, DEXA requires skilled personnel, has low affordability, high radiation exposure and is considered a costly examination.\textsuperscript{35,36} In addition, studies show good correlation between the parameters of body composition assessed using either BIA or DEXA.\textsuperscript{37}

Our study showed that anthropometric and biochemical parameters were correlated with PhA. The lean body mass anthropometric variable (MAMC) currently correlated with PhA has been reported in hemodialysis patients.\textsuperscript{34} A direct association between PhA and lean body mass parameter has also been suggested by the positive correlation found between grip strength and PhA in IBD children with mild activity.\textsuperscript{32} In addition to the anthropometric indicators, Pearson’s correlation analysis revealed that PhA presented inverse correlation with inflammatory markers such as CRP and ESR and direct correlation with hemoglobin, although these markers were in the normal range. Modest CRP changes have been observed in the active UC\textsuperscript{38} and the utility of α1-acid glycoprotein, ESR\textsuperscript{39} and hemoglobin have been questioned in UC. The lack of studies analyzing the relation between PhA and those markers in UC patients prevents further comparisons.

In the present study, we found that lean mass was inversely correlated with the non-specific inflammation marker (APMt vs. ESR) and directly correlated with hemoglobin values (MAMC vs. hemoglobin). The results indicate a role of inflammatory reactants in the body composition of UC patients. There are few studies evaluating body composition in UC patients\textsuperscript{12,28,39-41} and some of them\textsuperscript{12,40} included inflammatory variables in the analysis. Examining inactive UC patients, absence of associations was found between inflammatory and body composition variables in two studies\textsuperscript{40,42} and decreased BCM in subjects with supranormal CRP values (≥ 8 mg/dL) was identified in one.\textsuperscript{12}

The inverse correlation found between α1-acid glycoprotein and remission time has not been reported in UC patients. High serum concentration of α1-acid glycoprotein was associated with high susceptibility to induce colitis in rodents\textsuperscript{43} and positively correlated with the risk of relapse in UC patients.\textsuperscript{44}

Although the acute phase protein, CRP, has been positively correlated with IBD activity,\textsuperscript{10} its association with disease extent in UC patients in clinical remission was presently identified. Remission time was lower in patients with pancolitis (12 months) compared to those with distal colitis (24 months). Therefore higher CRP levels were found in this group. Even though CRP short half-life of 19 h could not support such explanation, a recent study showed that a mean CRP levels of 5.4 mg/L

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Association between body composition variables and disease extent in patients with ulcerative colitis.}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Variables & OR & CI & p-value \\
\hline
BMI & 0.94 & 0.84-1.04 & 0.24 \\
MAC & 0.95 & 0.83-1.08 & 0.42 \\
TSFt & 0.99 & 0.94-1.05 & 0.93 \\
MAMC & 0.94 & 0.81-1.09 & 0.43 \\
APMt & 1.01 & 0.92-1.10 & 0.74 \\
PhA & 1.02 & 0.65-1.62 & 0.90 \\
BCM & 0.92 & 0.87-0.97 & <0.01 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Logistic regression: Data adjusted by sex, age, ingested calories and CRP. OR: odds ratio; CI: 95% confidence interval; BMI: body mass index; MAC: mid-arm circumference; TSFt: triceps skin-fold thickness; MAMC: mid-arm muscle circumference; APMt: adductor pollicis muscle thickness; BCM: body cell mass; PhA: phase angle.
(normal range) was associated with high histological inflammation scores in patients with ulcerative colitis during clinical remission.\textsuperscript{45} Such results raise awareness to the fact that patients in clinical remission from UC still may have inflammation.

It is valid to evaluate the inflammatory profile of IBD patients, even in clinical remission. But it is important to bear in mind that the classification of the disease activity was based on clinical criteria (Truelove and Witts\textsuperscript{13}). The best classification of clinical remission is based on a combination of clinical parameters (stool frequency ≤ 3/day with no bleeding) and absence of mucosal lesions at endoscopy.\textsuperscript{46} This was not performed in our study, which is a limitation. Because of that, patients could be classified as clinical remission and still present active inflammatory process with changes in inflammatory markers and intestinal inflammation. Besides, inflammatory markers such as CRP and ESR are not specific\textsuperscript{47} and may not reflect the intestinal inflammation accurately. On the other hand, fecal markers such as calprotectin and lactoferrin can be considered accurate markers of colonic inflammation.\textsuperscript{47}

We also evaluated possible associations between disease extent and body composition variables. High BCM levels were associated with better prognosis and quality of life\textsuperscript{12,131} and low BCM levels were associated with supranormal CRP values in UC patients,\textsuperscript{12} but studies approaching BCM and disease extent are lacking. After adjustment for confounders (energy, gender, age and CRP), logistic regression analysis revealed that body cell mass was associated with extension of the disease. BCM is a marker for combined visceral and somatic protein deposits. It represents the most metabolically active compartment of the body and catabolic conditions may lead to its reduction.\textsuperscript{37} It is plausible that more extensive UC is associated with less protein deposits, as seen in other diseases,\textsuperscript{45} and/or related with high catabolic conditions.\textsuperscript{17} Considering the results found in our population we might suggest that patients with better lean body mass had a lower susceptibility to the development of more extensive injury.

It is important to emphasize that these patients cannot be considered representative of the population of ulcerative colitis, since they derive from a hospital for individuals in the range of low income and low education. UC disease activity was assessed based on Truelove and Witts criteria, although the Mayo score is preferable. No endoscopic data were available at the time of the study to ascertain disease activity, and disease remission was based on clinical aspects. We do not have fecal calprotectin test available. Other limiting factors should also be mentioned, namely sample size and study design (cross-sectional), as well as the absence of a control group for comparison.

In spite of the limitations above, the outcomes of our study contribute for the expansion of knowledge about the associations of body composition, inflammatory status and disease extension in clinical remission or mild disease activity in patients with ulcerative colitis. These findings are of great importance for clinical practice, since bioelectrical impedance analysis can be considered a simple examination, noninvasive and rapidly implemented. Additionally, the results indicate that some factors could be modified to prevent inflammation and extension of ulcerative colitis. The factors deserving attention include free fat and body cell masses.

**Conclusion**

Patients with ulcerative colitis in clinical remission do not present impairment of nutritional status according to BMI and BIA parameters. There were associations between body composition, inflammatory profile and disease extent; acute inflammatory markers were inversely correlated with phase angle, duration of remission and directly correlated with fat mass anthropometric indicators and also disease extent. Furthermore, body cell mass was associated with disease extent.
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**Resumo**

Associações entre composição corporal, perfil inflamatório e extensão da doença em pacientes com retocolite ulcerativa

**Objetivo:** Avaliar a composição corporal de pacientes portadores de retocolite ulcerativa em remissão clínica e sua associação com o perfil inflamatório e a extensão da lesão intestinal.

**Método:** Foi realizado um estudo transversal. Os dados relacionados à composição corporal foram ângulo de fase (AF), massa adiposa (MA), dobra cutânea tricipital (DCT), circunferência do braço (CB), circunferência muscular do
braço (CMG) e espessura do músculo adutor do polgar (EMAP). O perfil inflamatório foi avaliado através da dosagem da proteína-C reativa (PCR), α1-glicoproteína ácida e velocidade de hemossedimentação (VHS) e a extensão da doença foi avaliada de acordo com o exame endoscópico.

**Resultados:** Foram avaliados 59 pacientes. A média de idade foi de 48,1 anos e 53,3% eram mulheres. A maioria dos pacientes (94,9%) estava em remissão clínica da doença e 3,4% foi classificada como desnutrida de acordo com o IMC. Observou-se uma correlação inversa entre AF e marcadores inflamatórios não específicos, como a VHS, e diretamente correlacionada com a massa magra. Marcadores inflamatórios de fase aguda e massa celular corporal foram correlacionados com extensão da lesão intestinal.
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